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INVESTIGATION OF THE IHEP PI~~T~N SVNC~~N BEAM DEBUNCHING 
DURING ITS JNTERACTION WITH A THIN INTERNAL TARGET 

A.A.Asseev, S.V.Sokolov 
Institute for High Energy Physics, 142284, Protvino, Moscow region, USSR 

A simultaneous operatical of 6-7 experimental 
facilities in each acceleration cycle iS carried out 
at the IHEP proton synchrotron. In addition t0 the fast 
extraction (FE) and resonant slow extractlo” (RsE) use 
is made of Internal targets (IT), producing secondary 
particle beams for 4-5 different beam lines, and of 
n*llreson:ln+. slow extraction (NRSE) of a proton beam 
C1,2]. At present a” important pecullnrlty of the U-7U 
opcratxo” 1s that the proton beam remaining in the ac- 
celerator chanber aftci- fast extraction of a conside- 
rable fraction of the intensity, has a very distinct 
t lnle strwtwt of 200 kHz, thus complicating its “SP 
when the beam 1s ~uxled onto the Internal target. 
“Thin ” internal targets p] allow one not only to sup- 
press the RF ;!OO kHz ripples (without using the R.F 
methods of the beam debunching, e.g., as in ref. [4]) 
but to supprez,s the low frequency ripples as well. 
As a result tht? time structure of the extracted beams 
was improved by an order of magnitude for all the fa- 
cilities working simultaneously, and it is now 7-10% 
[z, 41. 

Further lnvestigatlons have show” that the 
suppression of the RF ripples in the extracted beams 
when working with the thin target is a consequence of 
the inrler structure changes (both in the transverse 
and longitudinal directions), which occur only in the 
part of the circulating beam that interacts with the 
target . The remaining part (more dense) of the circu- 
1ati”g beam conserves it.!? azimuthal Inhomogeneity, 
which is caused by FE. And remairls during all the time 
of interactlo” with IT (up to 2 s) at the flat top of 
the magnetic vyclr. 

Experimental Results 

Fig. 1 shows the oscillograms, which demonst- 
rate the presence of the accelerator circulating beam 
111 TWO ntatee, which was reported above. The oscillo- 
grams of flg.la and b from the filter, which singles 
out the harmonic of 200 kHz from the signal induced by 
the beam onto the pick up electxxie of U-70, p0ir.t to 
the prewnre i,f the RF structures with the 200 kHI. fre- 
quenry m t.he accelerator circulating beam. Fig.la 
corresponds to the case when only 5 bunches (out of 29) 
remil~n in tht? machine oftcl. switching off the accele- 

rJt1ni: voltage u(he” the circulnt in:: beam was not used 
for extraction (IT out of operatlo”), but it was de- 
bunched acrording to the dependence [rj] (the case with 
one bunch) 

tdb%(r&( zf,;“-;)-‘, (1) 

where tdb is debunching tune, 
lf 

tr is the r value for 

the cl-itical energy, f 1s the repetition rate of the 
beam in the machine, andu &p/p is the value for the beam 
nomentum sprend. Fig.lh corresponds to the cast of the 
accelerated beam interactlo” (the same 5 hunche,s;) with 
two ITs of the machine, we of thrm being thin [:D . As 
is seen there is also one - turn structure with the 
frequency of ZOO kHz dw’irlg the beam interaction with 
the targeta. The reduction in the signal amplitude is 
explained by the decrease of the comma” intensity of 
the circulati”g beam caused by thr nuclear interact ions 
with the target. 

a 

Fig. 1. 
NJ 200 kHz st.ruCtUI'E 

on the flat lop oi 
magnnet1c cycle niter- 
FE (ZOO ms/dlv): 
a - Internal tar- 
gets not work; 
b - at the slmulta- 
neous work of the 
“thick” (ch. No 4) 
and “thin” (ch. No 2) 
tnrgets; 
c - upper’ trace - 
channel No 4 seconda- 
ry beam spill struc- 
ture, lower trace - 
attenuation of HF 
200 kHz structurt? in 
the channel No 4. 

The oscillograms in fig.lc show the signals 
from the scintillation monitor, which provides t.he 
feedback for the systems guldrni”: the beam onto the 
internal target (upper trace) and from a similar monl- 
tar at the head of the beam line. Its signal was osrd 
for the selection of the ZOO kHz harmonics (lower 
trarr). The time scale 1s 200 rrs/div. 

As 1s clearly see” from flg.lc a fast attc- 
nuation of ZOO kHz ripples in the extracted beams is a 
characteristic feature of the operation of the thin 
target. This makes their influence on the time struc- 
ture impossible during the whole flat top of the mag- 
net. ic cycle. Such attenuation is provided by smoothing 
the azimuthal density of the particles interacting with 
the target. As is show” in [:<I, two factors fnvour the 
smoothing of the particle azimuthal density. One 
of them is an additional increase of Ap/p of the par- 
ticles per each target crossing and secondly, a consi- 
derable growth (more than by two orders of magnitude) 
of their tine-of-life as compared with that for the 
case with a “thick” target [ii]. 

The analysis of flg.1 gives us a possibility 
to make a conclusion that at the flat top of the mag- 
netic cycle in the circulating beam which has from the 

very beginning a distinct one-turn structure, there 
exists a part of the beam which has a” azimuthal den- 
sity close to the homogeneous one. It consists of par- 
ticles scattered from the dense part of the primary 
beam during its Interaction with the thin IT. The azl- 
muthal homogeneity keeps during the whole interaction 
time due to uniform slow displacement of the beam to 
the target by the C.O. bump. The procedure is control-, 
led by the feedback monitor signal. 

Results of Mathematical Simulation 

Uhe” the acrelerated pwtun beam intPr;lc’tfi 
with the Internal target during the magnetic cycle flat 
top the following processes take place 
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- the growth of the amplitude “f particle bc- 
tatron oscillations caused by multiple Couloab scatte- 
ring in the target matter; 

- B decrease of the particle momentum and dis- 
placement (I-’ the equilibrium orbit toward the accclrra- 
tar center because of the ionization losses of energy; 

- reduction of the proton beam intensity beca- 
else of the ])nrticle nuclear u~teraction in the target. 

These processes were taken into consideration 
in the program modeling the changes of the beam azimu- 
thal distribution density in U-70. In the ,~rojiram each 
particle Is characterized by the amplitude of bctatron 
oscillation:3 A, and momentum spread ap/p. The quantity 

r=A,+Up, 

where y/is -.he dispersion function, is the maximum coor- 
dinate of the particle w.r.t. the equilibrium orbit in 
the horizontal plane. Since the beam was guided onto 
the internal targets installed at the coordinates r >0 
and r < 0 w.r.t. the central orbit [7], we dealt with 
two variants of the thin target operation. The dynamics 
of the particles interacting with the internal target 
differs greatly in the two cases. 

When the target is installed with the coordi- 
nates r< 0 the particle after Its interaction with the 
target, increases its betatron oscillation amplitude 
and shifts at the same time toward the target “wing to 
the processes ment ioncd above. The vertical sizes of 
the thin target are larger than those of the beam, 
therefore the probability for the particle to hit the 
target in the vertical plane is taken to be equal to 
unity. The probability for the particle to hit the tar- 
get 1.11 the horizontal plane is determined by the ample- 
tude of betatron oscillations A, and the distance from 
the target edge to the equilibrium orbit of the coven 
particle. This probability ~111 increase each time after 
interaction with the target. Co1lsequently the t 1mtY 111.- 
terval between two subsequent Interactions ~111 decrease. 
The dependence of each par? lcle momentum on tlmc, which 
is determlncd by the inltlal &,p/p and by Its changc;s 
during interact ions with the target, affects gwatly 
beam debunching process. 

In the second case when the coordinate are r 0 
the processes of the betntron oscillation amplitude 
rise and particle orbit competiting shift will be. For 
each particle there exist the boundary values for the 
amplitude, when the increments to the betatron “scilln- 
tion amplitudes and the values for the particle closed 
“rblt shifts become equal. Using 8 one may obtain the 
values for the amplitude 

A be,u = (OA,. ) 2 . P”,/S$E . h , (3) 

AA = !gfj4), (0) 1s the R.M.S. 
= w i 

scattering angle c1f il 
0 

particle in the target material, /qIT is the module of 
the Flocket function at the point of the target locat]- 

on, W,=l m, and dE/dx arc ionization losses of energy, 
h 1s the target thickness. It is assumed that AArLC Ar. 
For the variant we consider A,.%7 mm. The particle will 
Interact with the target so to say 111 several stages. 

At Ar<Abou the increment of the betatron os- 
cillation amplitudes exceeds the shifts of the closed 
orbit, the probability to cross the target P, will in- 
crease (however with smaller velocity, than with the 
target coordinates r<O), the time interval between fn- 
dlvidual interactions will become less. When achieving 
Abou the pwhahility P, will go on decreasing up tcl thr 
moment &hen the particle crossing the target one more 
time gets to its edges. After that the time interval 
between interactions will depend on Ihe shape of tht’ 

function of the particle distrlbut 1”” along the rnilius 
in the beam ;it a glvcn instlint. of t ~mt? and it will bc 
higher than in the previous casvs. In this casr the 
fraction of the particles interectlng with the tarRet 
will essectiolly be larger then filth the cnnrdinatcs 
)‘ < 0. 

When modellllg the descrl bed processes 131 wc 
used the Relay laws for the initial distribution of the 
accelerated beam particles over betatron oscillation 
amplitudes, and the distribution &p/p was governed by a 
standard law. The maximum momentum spread (hp/p) was t:l- 
ken to be equal t” tl .l?at. 99% level. we co”sltier- the - 
case of five subsequent bunches of idcwticnl intensity 
on the orblt. The spill time during which it was neces- 
sary to provide a uniform intensity spill was taken 
equal to 1 s. The circumference was divided into 90 equ- 
al segments. 

Procw-d ing from 1 he f II-S? phase equntlon [8] 
one may “btaln the following formula for calculating 
the functions of the azimuthal density of particles in- 
teracting with the target. 

n 

where f 1s the particle circulation frequency 111 the 
;y;;incp q, : i5 the pnrtlcle azimuthal coordinate after 

passing through the target, qo 1s the Initial 
azimuthal coordinate, & 1s momentum compaction factor, 

(a pip ) is the initial particle momentum spread, Ati 
is thc”time interval between two subsequent interactl- 
ens of the particle with the target. 

Fig. 2 prc~sen1.s the portlcle rllstrlbutlon func- 
tions “vcr azimuth in 3ClU ms nftcr the beglnnlng of the 
Interaction with the thin target with the coordinates 
1‘<0, curVI’ 7 - for the whole beam, curve 2 - for the 
part of t.h@ beam lnteractlng with the target. As is 
seen for the part of the beam, interacting with the 
thin taqrt't, the cltspt h c,i the modulations for t h? a%:- 
muthal distribntlon density is less evldcnt t ban f.ox 
the beam as a whole. This means that the modulations 
of the time structure of the particle beam extracted 
from the accelerator, will manifest itself at a less 
extent, though as 1s seen from curve 2, the density mo- 
dulations make up 50%. 

Fig. 2. 
Funct eons of azimuthal 
riLstrlbutl”n ot Partlclcs 
at the thin target on rC(t 
1 - for the whole beam, 
2 - for the part of the 

u beam interacted with 
target. 

Fig.3 (curves 1 and 2) show similar dependence 
but for the case when the target has thr coordinates 
rz0 (this is right the coordinate range whew the thin 
target operates in beam line No 2). It is clear that 
the situation is much better than in the previous case 
(SW fig.2). Moreover for the part of thr beam interar- 
ting with the thin target, the depth of the density 
modulations is only 25%, and the ratio (f,,,-f)/f,,,,, 
is approximately three times better. 
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II 
Fig. 3. 

~ 
The same as fig. 2 
for the thin target 
011 1‘ > D 

It follows from the experimental data (see 
fig.11, that the frequency and character of the 200 kHI. 
RF str‘lucture modulations change when the acceleratu 
beam is drbunchwl It was suggested thnt the shape of 
the bunch influences 1 he beam debrlnching process. To 
check this ~dca WP made calculations of the debunchinp 
process for rem.llnlng bunches for different dist ribu- 
t].on fimctions of the particles owrdp/p (IT ax 
swilchwl of!‘). The In i t la 1 cond it ion8 correspond to 
t hose drscr~ hcd nbovc. Fig. 4 shows thcs dependence of the’ 

~~u~?:~~on parameter p=(A,,,Jx-+,ln)/A,,,ax on time, where 

lll.31, ml,, are maximum and m~nunum values for the 
density OS the karn difitriblltion function over the ac- 
celerator azimuth. Curves 7 and 2 (fig;.4a) correspond 
to the Gaussian and parabolic laws of particle distri- 
but loi, 11, bunches. Curve:; 3 and 4 ( f lg. 4b) correspond 
to the triarkgular and uniform dlstrihutions. As is seen 
the bimch shaPe greatly affects the character 
of the density modulation over azimuth, and, conseqll- 
ent ly, the :I00 kHz RF structure. The rllstance between 
the charJcter~stlc po1nrs is determined by the debun- 
chlng time for one bunch (see formula (1)) and for 
our case It 1s equal to 225 ms, which agrees with the 
results obtained. The plots in fig.-l are of a qualita- 
t 1YP charnct <‘l‘, smcf? t hr debunc‘hing process is affrc- 
1 c%ri not only by the target, but by some other factors 
((,.a., nonidentIty of the bunches). However we may as- 
swne that ut.11~1: thr beam density mcxiulat ion signal WCS 
shall bc able to estimate the maximum value fordp/p 
and give a qunlltative picture of the bunch shape and 
itfi evolution from cyrlr to cycle. 

,% .+ .4..; 
I-. 

Fig:l. Parameter of HF 200 kHz structure modulation 
time--dependence for the d ifferrnt laws of the 
particle dlstribullon in B bunch. 1 - normal, 
2 - parabolic!, 3 - triangle, 4 - uniform. 

Hence when the thin target is in operation the 
circulating beam 1x1 U-70 consists of two parts after 
iast extraction. These two parts have different trans- 
verse antI azimuthal densities, one 01 them is slowly 
(clausicallg) tlebunched. Timt? depends on the number’ of 
extracted bunches. The swonrl part cun.qist.9 of protons 
sufficiently uniformly distributed in the accelerator 

nzlmuth, and their betatr-on oscillul.i~~n amplitud~!13 are 

quite large. This uniformity 1s achieved by varyu~g the 
momentum spread during the interaction with the target 
anti i\ sharp ~n~‘rfase of‘ the parllcle time-of-life due 
to n considerable reduction of the target thickness (as 
compared with the one used before). This effect is t hc 
rr.ost vividly observed when the thin target works nt po- 
sitive (w.r.t. the central orbit) coordinates. 

The dependence of the character of the RF 
structure moclulations on the bunch shape and momentum 
spread of the beam particles remaining in the accelera 
to1‘ after fast extractIon should also be oentioned here. 
This phenomenon awalt its study. 
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